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Abstract: Spatial Digital Systems (“SDS”) has developed an innovative technology solution to
reduce significantly the constraints on access bandwidth for mobile service providers. The need
for more access bandwidth will accelerate as more next generation networks are deployed and
the demand for media rich applications increases. SDS does not believe existing technical
solutions as well as market based pricing plans to reduce usage will be viable over the long
term. SDS’s solution addresses the core issue of improving the efficiency of access bandwidth
usage. SDS’s orthogonal beam (“OB”) architecture for base stations enables operators to
allocate existing spectrum assets (same frequency bandwidth) 10 to 50 times more efficiently
through unique beam forming techniques. SDS’s unique technology provides every subscriber
with a designated tracking beam; a beam which will always feature a peak at a desired user
direction, and which will null at directions of all the other 9 to 49 users using the same frequency
slot. The OB solution enables a subscriber to be kept dynamically on the peak of a designated
tracking beam with minimized inter-beam interferences from other subscribers.
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